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Foreword
Afghanistan has grown strongly since the fall of the Taliban. This growth has been driven by a
number of factors, chief among them assistance from our international partners and the return of the
Afghan Diaspora, which will begin to wane. If Afghanistan is to have the bright, prosperous future
that we all hope for, these sources of growth need to be replaced.
The at times sensationalist coverage of the security situation in Afghanistan often obscures the good
news that is coming out of there. In the twelve years since the fall of the Taliban, the Afghan economy
has grown at around 10% per annum – one of the highest rates in the world. In the beginning this
growth was driven by development flows. Increasingly, however, this activity is the result of Afghan
entrepreneurs identifying and exploiting opportunities to move up the value chain in a wide variety of
sectors.
Around 30% of the value of a carpet is created in the process of cutting and washing. Five years ago
there were no cut and wash facilities in Afghanistan. All Afghan carpets and the bulk of their value
were shipped off to Pakistan for further processing. Now there are more than cut and wash facilities in
Afghanistan processing a third of Afghan carpets.
A steel foundry has recently opened in Herat. Insulated sandwich panels are being made in Kabul.
British and Belgian cashmere company companies have also taken over a former cotton factory there
to use as a processing facility for cashmere.
I raise these examples for a number of reasons. First, to illustrate the breadth and depth of
opportunities that exist now – similar examples can be found across a range of sectors from marble, to
agri-processing, from import substitution to insurance and banking, from gem-stones to aviation - and
to demonstrate that massive opportunities still remain. Second, and perhaps most importantly, I want
to call attention to the fact that, despite the difficulties faced by business and on-going problems with
security, there are very real and highly profitable investment opportunities in Afghanistan. And,
finally, that, as large scale mining and hydro-carbon extraction projects come on stream, the range and
number of these business opportunities is likely to continue to expand.
One of the many lessons that history has taught Afghanistan is that the surest route to its prosperity is
through trade and external investment. Afghanistan has always been at the heart of the major trading
routes, such as the fabled Silk Road, that service this region. During the past four years, the Afghan
people have achieved major progress towards peace and prosperity. The economy has grown strongly.
Afghanistan is emerging once again as a key hub for trade as the economies of Central and South Asia
continue to grow and integrate into the global economy.
Therefore, I politely request you to spread the word that not only is Afghanistan open for business, it
is a place where an increasing number of entrepreneurs are looking to invest and where existing
investment is, for the most part, highly profitable. And this situation is only going to get improve as
this investment builds on itself and generates further opportunities. I look forward to working with
you all to ensure that this occurs.
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Section 1: Why Invest in Afghanistan
1.1: Introduction and Purpose
This Investment Opportunities Handbook (IOH) is a companion to the Investors’ Guide to
Afghanistan. It identifies promising sectors within the Afghan economy where prospects for
investing are good. It is intended as a guide only: investors will need to do their own
modelling and due diligence before moving forward with plans to invest in particular sectors.
The companion Investor Guide provides detail on how to go about investing in Afghanistan
including things like licensing requirements, taxation arrangements etc. It can be found at:
www.moci.gov.af.
While it is true that there are risks associated with investing in Afghanistan, the available
returns more than compensate for this. In some areas, first movers and early investors have
been able to establish strong brands and are well-positioned to grow with what is one of the
strongest growing economies in the world. A number of the World’s leading companies have
taken the decision to invest and more are joining them every year. It is hoped that this
Handbook will convince still others to take a closer look.
The rest of this Chapter sets out a general case for investing in Afghanistan. It is followed by
a series of Chapters covering the investment opportunities in particular sectors. These
Chapters provide information on the nature of the sector, a rationale for investing and,
often, case studies of existing investment.

1.2: Strong Growth
Since 2001, the economy has been growing at more than 10% per year1. This growth has
been volatile – in part because of a continued reliance on agriculture (still 20% of GDP)
which is subject to weather related fluctuations - with very high rates of 21% recorded in in
2009 and 14.4% in 2012 and lower rates of 6.1% and 4.2% recorded in 2011 and 2013. The
economy is forecast to grow by 3.5% in 2014 and 4.5% in 20152.
GDP is now is $21 billion (2013) with per capita income of $700 per year. The major sectors
of the economy are:

 agriculture: 20%;
 industry: 25.6%; and
 Services: 54.4%.
Over the last decade growth has largely been concentrated in four sectors: transport &
communications; construction; manufacturing and government services. However, in the
last five years the Afghan economy has begun to diversify away from traditional areas. Key
areas of new growth include:

1
2



Cashmere;



Rolled steel;

Ministry of Commerce and Industry, SME Strategy
Source: Asian Development Outlook (ADO) 2014; ADB estimates
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Mining;



Agri-business;



Marble and construction materials;



Medicinal plants;



Fresh and dried fruits;



Aviation; and

 Telecoms.
Recent high growth rates are likely to be sustained in the future and may even increase as a
result of the following:


Population growth of 2.4% resulting in a projected population of 82 million in 2050;



The development of Afghanistan’s mining and petroleum sectors which have been
valued at between $900 billion to $3 trillion.3 In 2008, mining rights at Aynak, a largescale copper mine in Logar province, were awarded to a consortium led by China
Metallurgical Group Corporation (MCC). In November 2011, three blocks of mining
rights at Hajigak, a large iron-ore deposit, were awarded to the Afghan Iron and Steel
Consortium, led by the Steel Authority of India, and one block to Kilo Goldmines of
Canada. Extraction of oil in Amu Darya and production of gas in Sheberghan has
begun and will expand over the next five years.



On-going development of the country’s infrastructure. Large sums have been
pledged to continue the construction of a comprehensive road, rail and electricity
networks in Afghanistan.



On-going support from the international community for the development and
security of Afghanistan.

1.3: A Strong Commitment to Private Sector Development
Since 2001, Afghanistan has been a market economy: its Constitution enshrines the sanctity
of property and the role of the private sector. The Government has adopted a pro-private
sector stance and a liberal trade regime and has taken a number of steps to create attractive
conditions for foreign investment including:
Ensuring Fiscal and Economic Stability

3



The Central Bank Law established the independence of the Central Bank and the
autonomy of monetary policy. This has resulted in inflation being low and a mild
appreciation of the Afghan currency.



The Financial Management Law emphasizes fiscal discipline and management of
public finances in line with international best practice. The 100 % write off of
Afghanistan’s old debt, combined with the Government’s policy of maintaining a
balanced budget, mean that Afghanistan is now one of the least indebted
governments in the world.

See SIGAR, Quarterly Report, July 2010, pp. 102-103
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Creating a Stable Currency and Liberal Foreign Exchange Regime


Currency reform was completed in early 2003, resulting in a stable exchange rate.



Afghanistan has a very liberal foreign exchange system which allows people to legally
bring money to the country and easily take it out again. Individuals, companies and
banks are allowed to operate foreign exchange accounts in Afghanistan.

Simple, Low, Cost-effective Taxation Arrangements


In 2005, the tax code was restructured and clarified with an emphasis on simplicity
and low taxation.

An Open Liberal Trading Regime


Export taxes have been removed for almost all products.



Afghanistan’s tariffs are the lowest in the region and its tariff categories simple and
few in number.



Afghanistan recently signed a transit agreement with Pakistan giving it access to the
giant Indian market.



Border ports now operate 24/7 and export and import processes have been
simplified



Afghanistan has begun the process of joining the WTO and has ratified SAFTA.

An Open, Liberal Investment Regime


The Investment Law allows for 100% foreign ownership, easy repatriation of profits,
treats foreign investors identically to domestic ones and gives generous tax breaks.

A Modern Legal Framework


The new Company Law gives shareholders comparable rights to those in the US.



The new Banking Law regulates the operations of the banking system in accordance
with the principles of a market economy.

In other words, Afghanistan has created a pro-business investment regime. In some areas, as
measured by the World Bank’s Doing Business Indicator, it scores very highly. Thus it ranks
23 out or 183 countries for establishing a business. In other areas work remains to be done.

1.4: Creating the Infrastructure for Growth
The Government takes seriously its responsibility to ensure that infrastructure is adequate
and that necessary skills and services are readily available. Since 2001 it has built the basic
infrastructure necessary to support a modern economy in terms of roads, electricity, water
and rail. Highlights include:


The ring road around Afghanistan has been open for a number of years now and
improvements have been made to the critical highways that connect it to its
neighbours.
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New generation capacity will be opening this year in a number of areas and improved
transmission lines have enabled increased imports of electricity from neighbouring
countries.



A rail link connecting Afghanistan to Uzbekistan’s rail network and to regional
markets in Europe and Asia has been completed.



It has intensified its efforts at building industrial parks. Six are now operational in
Kabul, Kandahar, Herat, Helmand, Bagrami and Mazar-i-Sharif. A further seven will
open in Jalalabad, Kandahar, Herat, Helmand, Parwan and Mazar-i-Sharif in the next
two years.



While in some areas, shortages of skilled labour remain, supply has increased in
recent years as expatriate Afghans have returned and foreigners have become more
interested in working in Afghanistan. Enrolments in vocational education and at
university have increased dramatically. A large number of firms offering a variety of
business support service have opened up, including multi-national providers in the
area of accounting, insurance and business development.

1.5: Strong Growth in Exports
Exports have grown strongly albeit from a low base rising from $69 million in 2002 to an
estimated $550 million in 2014. The Government sees increasing non-mineral exports as a
central plank of its economic development strategy. Significant donor support is available to
help businesses – particularly SMEs – enter into new markets. Dry fruits, carpets, medicinal
plants, and animal by- products (such as wool, skin, etc.) were some of the items that saw a
major increase in recorded exports. Other key exports include carpets, marble and fruit
Afghanistan has signed a number of free trade agreements including joining the South Asia
Free Trade Agreement, Trade and Transit Agreement, with Pakistan and a Preferential Trade
Agreement with India. It is also well along the path to WTO accession which should occur by
end 2015. It has preferential access to a number of large markets in the developed world
including the USA and Europe under anything but arms arrangements4. Afghanistan‘s top
export markets are India, Pakistan, UAE, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Central Asia and the EU.

1.6: A Flexible Modern Industrial Policy
The Government has adopted a modern forward looking industrial policy which emphasises
the need to support infant industries. Potential support includes:


tariff protection (this protection is subject to a public interest test and is for a
maximum of five years during which time it progressively falls to zero);



time-limited provision of cheap land; and

 tax exemptions.
It has identified a number of areas where transportation costs provide a natural shield and where it
would like to encourage import substitution. These include significant sectors of the economy such
as materials for construction and cement and eggs and poultry where imports largely from Pakistan
4

As a Least Developed Country, all Afghanistan’s products (except arms) have duty free and quota free access
to the EU and US markets.
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and Iran dominate and where transport adds significantly to the cost of the imported products in
Afghanistan5. There is a strong prima facie case for believing that production in Afghanistan would
be competitive in all of these areas. Thus for example, preliminary modelling shows that a modern
rolling mile would be highly profitable even without tariff protection: a new more modern, scale
efficient mill in Afghanistan using mains power is estimated to have production costs of $670 MT.
This is $24 higher than a mill in Pakistan ($646 MT), but because of an $84 difference of in transport
costs from Lahore to Kabul, it would have a $60 cost advantage over Lahore sourced product.

1.7: Continued Support from Donors
Increasingly donors see sustainable economic growth as critical to Afghanistan’s long-term
prospects. As a result substantial levels of aid are being directed towards this end including:


World Bank’s $70 million resource corridors project - A “resource growth corridor”
represents a combination of efforts to leverage a large but generally isolated
extractive industry investment, and its requirements for infrastructure and goods and
services, into diverse and viable economic development. It combines necessary
investment in mining infrastructure with the enhancement of objectives in local
livelihood, social and environmental ideals and governance. This involves strategic
planning and investment in supply chains which produce spillovers to other economic
activities and synergies with private-sector investment.



USAID $200 million Assistance in Building Afghanistan by Developing Enterprises
project makes awards to existing SMEs through a competitive application process
designed to mitigate business expansion risks, encourage private investment, expand
markets and trade, strengthen productivity, increase domestic and foreign
investment, and improve sales of Afghan products.

1.8: On-going Globalisation of Afghanistan
Afghanistan is well on the way to being a modern global economy with many household
names taking the plunge and investing there including Coke, Pepsi, the Sheraton Group,
Roshan, Emirates and the Serena Group.
Strategically it is again positioning itself to be the cross-roads of Asia through the New Silk
Road project which involves strengthening transport links to the rest of central Asia including
a rail link to Uzbekistan enabling it to send goods by train to Turkey, Russia and Europe and
good road links to neighbouring countries. It has a strong and growing aviation sector with
11 international carriers now flying into Kabul including Turkish Airlines, Air India, Fly Dubai,
Spice Air, Emirates and Pakistan International and Etihad Cargo. Afghanistan recently
concluded an agreement with Iran to use its Chabahar Port – enabling it to reduce its
dependence on the Pakistani port at Karachi - and the Government of India proposing the
construction of a railway linking the port to Herat and then onto to the Hajikak iron ore
mine. The recently signed transit agreement with Pakistan also gives it direct access to the
giant
Indian
market.

5

It is estimated that the average cost of shipping a container to Afghanistan from the Pakistani port of Karachi
is US$4,000.
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Section 2: Extractive Industries
2.1: Introduction
Afghanistan is one of the few countries in the world which has not had its mineral and
petroleum resources comprehensively explored and mapped. For many minerals, the
resources that have been identified are globally significant with known and potential
deposits of a wide variety of minerals ranging from copper, iron, and sulfur to bauxite,
lithium, and rare-earth elements. Estimates based on surveys by a team from the US
Geological Survey put the value of reserves at upwards of US$ three trillion dollars.
"The previously unknown deposits — including huge veins of iron, copper,
cobalt, gold, and critical industrial metals like lithium — are so big and include
so many minerals that are essential to modern industry that Afghanistan
could eventually be transformed into one of the most important mining
centers in the world".6
In addition, there are substantial reserves of oil and natural gas.

2.2: Oil and Gas
Afghanistan has an estimated 3.8 billion barrels of oil between Balkh and Jawzjan Province in
the north of the country. This is an enormous amount for a nation that only consumes 2
million barrels per year. At this level of consumption, reserves would last for 2,000 years
meaning that substantial amounts will be available for export. Most of the undiscovered
crude oil occurs in the Afghan-Tajik Basin. In addition, The U.S. Geological Survey and the
Afghan Ministry of Mines and Industry jointly assessed the natural gas resources in northern
Afghanistan at 444 billion cubic meters of natural gas, and 562 Mbbl of natural gas liquids
with most of it located in the Amu Darya Basin.
In December 2011, Afghanistan signed an oil
exploration contract with China National
Petroleum
Corporation
(CNPC)
for
the
development of three oil fields along the Amu
Darya river. CNPC began Afghan oil production in
October 2012, and is now extracting 1.5 million
barrels of oil annually.
Afghanistan’s first refinery opened in Balkh
Province in August 2013 as a joint venture
between the Kam Group of companies and an Azebaijani group. The refinery has a capacity
of 15,000 tons of petroleum a month. It is in the process of being expanded to refine 45,000
tons a month. The quality of the product is being certified by SGS Co. (a Swiss company).

6

New York Times, "U.S. Identifies Vast Mineral Riches in Afghanistan," 14 June 2010
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Sheberghan Natural Gas Project
Sheberghan Natural Gas Project involves rehabilitation of the gas field and the construction
of a 200 megawatt (MW) gas-fired power generation plant (supplying base load power to
the North East), with an expected life span of 20 years for the plan and rehabilitation of the
48 MW power plant at the Northern Fertilizer and Power Plant (NFPP) facility in Mazar-eSharif. It is estimated that the gas field will last in excess of 30 years. Total investment for
this project is around USD $650 million. The ADB and the US (OPIC, USAID) are providing
financial and technical support to this project.

Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) for Automobiles and Generators
Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) for Automobiles and Generators - the Ministry of Mines has
successfully established a CNG station and a conversion center for automobiles. The natural
gas comes from currently producing gas fields in Sheberghan. The Ministry of Mines is
putting the established CNG Station in Sheberghan up for tender. As the first mover, the
winning bidder will be well placed to develop the Afghan CNG market and profit from its
expansion.

Afghan-Tajik Basin Tender
In December 2013, the Government of Afghanistan tendered out exploitation rights for six
blocks, i.e. 14,757 Km2, of this hydrocarbon prolific basin to three companies - Turkish
Petroleum International Company (TPIC), Dragon Oil from United Arab Emirates and an
Afghan oil and gas company, Ghanzanfar Group. It is estimated that in the part of the Basin
under Afghanistan there are 1,596 Million Barrels of crude oil, 15,687 Billion cubic feet of
Natural Gas, and 562 Million Barrels of Natural Gas liquids.

2.3: Mining Opportunities
Afghanistan offers an investor friendly regime for mining including:















Low corporate tax rate of 20%;
Unlimited tax losses carried forward;
Royalty from the gross product;
Surface usage fee;
Low to no duties for mining and related equipment;
Depreciation of investment on a straight-line basis over either the life of the asset or
five years (whichever is the lesser);
Pre-production expenses can be capitalised and can be recovered over the life of the
mine or 15 years (whichever is the lesser);
Fiscal stability for 8 years;
The Constitution of Afghanistan ensures there will be no nationalization of private
investment even if there is a change in government;
A royalty regime in line with international standards;
Simpliﬁed licensing process;
Guaranteed proﬁt repatriation;
Currency convertibility; and
Clear and transparent dispute resolution mechanisms

7
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Afghanistan is moving towards developing a world class Mining Agreement which will
include: a clear grant of rights and statement of obligations of both parties; detailed dispute
resolution provisions and procedures; detail on plans for exploration/exploitation of a
deposit (it is unlikely that, by the time of the tender, an investor will have been able to
produce a detailed development plan); and detailed provisions in connection with
environmental management (including compliance with IFC/Equator/other international
standards).

Resources
Launched in 2006, a US Geological Survey (USGS), jointly conducted with the Ministry of
Mines, was completed in 2011. The survey covered 30 percent of the country, including
most of the most promising areas. The US Geological Survey/Afghanistan Geological Survey
assessment of undiscovered deposits plus known resources was as follows:
Table 1: Estimate of Mineral Deposits in Afghanistan7

Commodity
Copper
Iron ore
Gold
Barite
Bauxite
Rare-earth elements

Resources
57.8 Million mt
2,438 Million mt
2,698 kg
151.5 Million mt
4.5 Million mt
4.88 Million mt

Additional promising minerals present in substantial qualities in Afghanistan include:
asbestos-talc-magnesite, Celestite Chromite Clay, Glass sand, Graphite, coal, Igneous-related
lead and zinc, lapis lazuli, pegmatite, stone sulfur, niobium, phosphorous, uranium, thorium.

Copper
In the past, copper had been mined in Herat Province and Farah Province in the west, Kapisa
Province in the east, and Kandahar Province
and Zabul Province in the south. Recently
interest has focused on the Aynak, Darband,
and the Jawkhar prospects in southeastern
Afghanistan. The Aynak resource has been
estimated at 240 million metric tons at a grade
of 2.3% copper. The Government issued a
public tender for the deposit in 2006, and
granted concessions in February 2007. Nine
mining companies from Australia, China, India,
and the United States were interested in the
prospect. China Metallurgical Group won the bidding and a 30-year lease was granted for
the development of a copper mine at Mes Aynak in Logar Province for $3 billion, making it
7

The data in this table comes from a presentation given by the Minister of Mines at the Mining
Investors’ Forum for Afghanistan in Brussels in 2011. The presentation can be found here:
http://mom.gov.af/en/page/presentations/3233. Note that the values and units have not been
independently verified, and the authors are particularly skeptical of the gold data.
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the biggest foreign investment and private business venture in Afghanistan's history. It is
believed to contain the second-largest reserves of copper ore in the world with deposits
estimated to be worth up to $88 billion.
Several new mineral-rich sites, with estimated deposits of about $250 billion, have been
found in six other provinces. Copper deposits of around 45 Mt were identified in the Balkhab
district of Sar-e-Pol. Additional deposits were found in Logar Province (est $43 billion) and
Herat Province. Copper and gold deposits worth of $30 billion were discovered in the
Zarkasho area of Ghazni and lithium pits of $20 billion in Farah and Nimroz provinces.
In December 2012, Afghan Minerals Group was granted a license to explore the Shaida
copper deposit, in the province of Herat, in western Afghanistan and Afghan Gold and
Minerals was awarded copper explorations rights over the Balkhab deposit, northwest of the
capital Kabul.

Coal
Afghanistan has rich reserves of coking coal. Historically,
coal has been used for powering small industries (notably
cement production, textile manufacturing, and food
processing) and as a source of household fuel. Coal is found
within a Jurassic belt from the northern provinces of Takhar
and Badakhshan through the center of the country and
towards the west in Herat. Most deposits are largely
undeveloped.

Gemstones
Afghanistan is known to have exploited its precious and semi-precious gemstone deposits
since ancient times. These deposits include aquamarine, emerald, fluorite, garnet, kunzite,
ruby, sapphire, lapis lazuli, topaz,
tourmaline, and varieties of quartz. The
four main gemstone-producing areas
are those of Badakhshan, Jegdalek,
Nuristan, and the Panjshir Valley.
Artisanal mining of gemstones in the country uses
primitive methods. Most gemstones are exported
illicitly, mostly to India and Pakistan, where they are
cut and set. There are clear opportunities to invest in
more modern mining methods and further processing
of gems in Afghanistan.

Gold
Gold is currently being mined from the Samti placer deposit in Takhar Province in the north
by groups of artisanal miners. This deposit is located in the Panj River Valley and contains an
estimated 20 to 25 metric tons of gold. Placer gold deposits have also been found on the
western flanks of the mountains in alluvium or alluvial fan in several river valleys, particularly
in the Anjir, the Hasar, the Nooraba, and the Panj Valleys in Badakhshan Province. The
southern regions of Afghanistan, particularly Helmand Province, are believed to contain
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large gold deposits and gold and copper deposits have been identified in Ghazni province
worth an estimated $50 billion.
The Afghan Government signed a deal with Afghan Krystal Natural Resources Co. (a local
company) to invest up to $50 million in the Qara Zaghan Mine in northern Baghlan Province.
Production began there in 2013. A second gold mine is being developed by Westland general
trading LLC of the United Arab Emirates at Nor Aaba near the border with Tajikistan in
northern Takhar Province.

Iron Ore
The best known and largest iron oxide deposit in Afghanistan is located at Hajigak in Bamyan
Province. The deposit itself stretches over 32 km and contains 16 separate zones, up to 5 km
in length, 380 m wide and extending 550 m down dip, seven of which have been studied in
detail. The ore occurs in both primary and oxidized states. The primary ore accounts for 80%
of the deposit and consists of magnetite, pyrite and minor chalcopyrite. The remaining 20%
is oxidized and consists of three hematitic ore types. The presence of coking coal nearby at
Shabashak and plans to bring in electricity to the area make the deposit a promising site for
the future development of an Afghan steel industry; open pit mining and blast furnace
smelting operations were envisioned as part of an early feasibility study. The Hajigak ore also
includes niobium, a soft metal used in the production of superconducting steel.
In November 2011, three of the four Hajigak blocks were awarded to seven Indian
companies, led by state-owned Steel Authority of India Ltd. and NMDC Ltd. The fourth block
was awarded to Kilo Goldmines.
The GoIRA is tendering another big iron ore deposit located approximately 110 km west of
the Hajigak Iron Ore Deposit. The deposit, called Syadara, has an inferred resource of more
than 400 million tons of iron ore (based on outcrop dimension and assay results from
composite grab samples with grades ranging from 50 – 67% Fe (65% Fe) - similar to the
grades at Hajigak).

Lithium
Afghanistan has huge deposits of lithium – so much so that a classified
Pentagon memo called Afghanistan the “Saudi Arabia of lithium.”8 Deposits in the form of
lithium chloride in dry lake beds can be found in Herat and Nimroz provinces in the west of
Afghanistan and in the central east Province of Ghazni. Lithium is also found in hard rock in
the form of spodumene in pegmatites in the north-eastern Provinces of Badakhshan,
Nangarhar, Nuristan, and Uruzgan. A pegmatite in the Hindu Kush Mountains in central
Afghanistan was reported to contain 20% to 30% spodumene.

Beryllium
A total of approximately 10 beryllium occurrences have been identified in Afghanistan's
Laghman and Nangarhar provinces. The value of these reserves is estimated at $88 billion.

8

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/06/14/world/asia/14minerals.html?pagewanted=all
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Rare earth elements
According to the September 2011 USGS estimate, deposits in Afghanistan, including the the
Khanashin carbonatites in southern Helmand Province, contain an estimated 1.4 million
metric tonnes of rare earth elements.

Uranium
Helmand Province in southern Afghanistan is
believed to possess substantial uranium reserves.
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Section 3: Construction and Construction Materials
3.1: Construction
The construction sector has expanded rapidly since the end of the war in 2001, and has
continued to be a significant driver of economic growth throughout the last decade.
Recently it has comprised around 8-10% of national GDP9, or around $1.6-1.8 billion. This
includes demand from the reconstruction programme, the international presence (including
military), as well as a massive increase in private construction (notably housing).
Figure 1: Summary of Sub-Markets in the Construction Industry10
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Roads
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Industry breakdown (‘value chain’)
The majority of the value of construction projects goes to countries other than Afghanistan,
as large international companies11 are often the main contractor, with little value cascaded
down to Afghan sub-contractors. Moreover, around two thirds of building materials are
imported to Afghanistan from Pakistan, Russia, and to a lesser degree China and the UAE12.
There is ample room therefore for import substitution and for Afghanistan based contractors
to grow quickly.
Figure 2: Cost Breakdown of Typical Donor Construction-Related projects 200713

9

Central Statistics Office, Afghanistan, 1388
CDP Private Sector Program, USAID, Altai Consulting, December 2007
11
The most common competitors in the Afghan construction market are firms from Turkey, Pakistan, US, China
and India.
12
AREU, Understanding Markets: A case study of the market in construction materials, June 2004
13
CDP Private Sector Program, USAID, Altai Consulting, December 2007
10
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Contracting
The last few years have seen an increase in the number Afghan construction firms and a
consequent rise in competition for local contracts. However, complicated and strict
procurement requirements from international organizations still make it difficult for Afghan
firms to successfully bid on projects tendered by international clients. This accounts for 73%
of the market:
Figure 3: Final Clients on Large Construction Projects 2006
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Donors
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Government
UN Agencies
Private

18%

NGOs
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Housing
Growth in the housing market has been strong with a number of ambitious developments
projects in Kabul and other major cities including a plan to build an entire city of 1.5 million
north of Kabul14. Strong population growth and
rapid urbanization will underpin this sector for
decades to come, with demand for new
residential units estimated at 500,000 annually.
There are number of large infrastructure
projects coming on line in Afghanistan – see
Chapter 5 below for further details.

14

See www.deda.gov.af
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3.2: Construction Materials
Building materials include cement, steel, bricks, tiles, sand and aggregates, fixtures and
fittings, timber and wood, paints and chemicals and construction equipment. As shown
above, these materials represent 35% to 45% of the value of the construction market, hence
an estimated US$2.7 to 3.5 billion per year. The overwhelming majority of that money (92%)
goes towards the following four inputs: metals, cement, bricks and sand and aggregate15.
Given the extent of construction projects underway or planned in Afghanistan by donor and
Government programmes (especially road and rail), a growing population and rising income,
the market for building materials looks set to remain strong over the next ten years. Projects
range from large scale reconstruction of transportation, power and water infrastructure to
small scale retail and residential construction. International donor demands for high quality
and quantity represent opportunities for both the export market and local investment.
Most available construction materials are currently imported and are of poor quality.
Cement, for example, is primarily imported from Pakistan and Iran and is reportedly of such
poor quality that it is considered not saleable in those countries. Afghanistan has highquality limestone deposits, but just one active cement plant, and production does not begin
to meet domestic demand.
High transportation costs, an abundance of raw materials, and a supply of local workers with
adequate skills in this sector combine to offer promising opportunities for investment in
local production that could under-price foreign rivals. The national market for materials is
well integrated, with competitive wholesaling and retailing and established distribution
channels. There is medium-term potential for local production for export as well as
Afghanistan‘s wealth of natural resources offers it a comparative advantage over
neighbouring countries.
Profitable investment opportunities also exist in the manufacture of final construction inputs,
such as doors or windows. Often these activities are carried out on a small scale, but many
opportunities exist to expand to mass production.

Metal (Rebar)
Metal accounts for 46% of building materials used in Afghanistan by value. Within this subsector, reinforcement bars (rebar) is the most significant input, with annual demand in
Afghanistan in 2007 reaching between an estimated 400,000 - 450,000 MT, amounting to
$300-350 million rebar sales.
The vast majority of rebar is imported from either
Pakistan (at around $650-700 per metric tonne) or
Russia and Central Asian states (at around $740780 per MT). A very small volume (around 75MT
per month) of rebar is made from melting down
scrap metal locally at facilities like the Abdurahman
Baba Re-rolling Mill in Kandahar.

15

CDP Private Sector Program, USAID, Altai Consulting, December 2007
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Plans for a re-rolling plant in Kabul indicate a more price competitive product for Afghan
rebar in the future (approximately $670 per metric tonne). A modern foundry recently
opened in Herat and was able to undercut imported product from Iran.
A critical factor for rebar in Afghan construction projects is compliance with quality
standards, with most major donors using ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials)
materials standards. Afghan manufactured rebar does not meet these standards, nor do
many local construction companies understand the importance of these standards. This can
be a factor in the rejection of their bids for work.
There is an opportunity to invest in the establishment of a modern rolling mill using mains
power. Given the size of the Afghan market there appears to be room for a number of mills
in each regional market.

Cement
Cement is the most basic of all modern building materials; hence, the availability of
reasonable priced cement to the construction industry in Afghanistan is a high priority for
reconstruction and development of the country’s infrastructure. The demand for cement in
Afghanistan has averaged around 5 million metric tons per year over the last 3-4 years.
From existing data it is evident that annual production from the Afghan cement plants
declined sharply from a peak of 100,000 tonnes per annum in 1990 to a low of 16,000 tpa in
200516. As a result, the last decade has seen the Afghan market dominated by Pakistani
imports of cement produced in factories in the Punjab and the NWFP17.
Industry experts are confident that production of cement in Afghanistan will be competitive:


There is a high degree of transport protection for locally produce products as cement
is expensive to transport.



Afghanistan has a number of promising sites for a cement factory which are
characterised by ready supplies of limestone, coal, gypsum, proximity to market and
proximity to power lines.

Afghanistan has some local cement production, such as the recently refurbished Ghori
Cement Factory at Pul-i-Khumri, but its production is insignificant in the context of current
levels of demand. Efforts to restore old state owned plants (in Herat and Jabal Siraj, Parwan)
have not been successful to date, and therefore opportunities to increase the use of local
cement on construction projects have not been exploited. In attracting investors to this
sector and building local production capacity, the Government will need to reach a preemptive agreement with donors and organisations such as OPIC to safeguard against the
likelihood of Pakistani cement being ‘dumped’ at low prices on the Afghan market to protect
the cement business in Pakistan18.
There are three major opportunities to invest in cement production in Afghanistan:
-

Jabal-e Saraj in Parwan Province. This facility has not produced cement for some
years. The factory would require a new plant to produce cement. The chief

16

Afghanistan: Revival and Redevelopment, British Geological Survey, June 2008
AREU, Understanding Markets: A case study of the market in construction materials, June 2004
18
th
Interview with representative from USAID’s EGGI programme, 28 Novembeer 2010
17
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advantage of Jabal-e Saraj is its location near-by Kabul. At present, the surface of
road linking Jabal-e Saraj to the Kabul highway is in good condition.
Investment Est. (by Consultants): Est. $23,000,000.
Investors: Private
-

Pul-e Khumri - The quality and quantity of the mineral resources near the Ghori
cement works is exceptional. It may be economic to refurbish the existing parts of
Ghori 1 and 2 and complete construction of unfinished parts. It is also likely that
construction of a modern large scale (1 Mt/y) plant would be economic.
Investment Est. (by Consultants): Est. $150,000,000.
Investors: Public Private Partnership – it is likely that a government guarantee is
required to secure financing.

-

Herat - the Herat site offers a number of positive attributes for the location of a
cement plant. It is near a large population center and has a significant supply of
limestone and clay nearby. Coal is available from the Sabzak coal operation located
140 km north of the plant, and there is a spur electrical power line from the Iranian
grid already pulled into the site. The Ministry of Mines has tendered the right to
refurbish and operate cement plant in Herat.
Investment Est. (by Consultants): Est. $100 to $200 million.
Investors: Private or Public Private Partnership –a government guarantee may be
required to secure financing.

Concrete Block
Concrete blocks are a popular local construction material. Upgrading and expanding existing
production facilities or establishing new facilities offers good investment potential.

Bricks
Baked and unbaked bricks are used for construction in Afghanistan and constitute 16% of
the building materials used in Afghan construction projects. Both are produced by small,
local enterprises. Given high transportation costs, there are business opportunities in the
expansion and upgrade of local production facilities. Since 2001, there has been an overall
shift in manufacturing capacity for baked bricks from Pakistan to Afghanistan, with the most
notable brick operations located in Kabul, Herat, Samangan and Khost19, as well as some
onsite production. However, many of the factories are still owned and operated by
Pakistanis. Moreover, these operations, such as the Sadat Ltd. Brick factory in Kabul, have
come under criticism for poor working conditions and for use of child labour. Aside from the
significant issue of human rights, this practice limits the development of the Afghan business
in bricks with international contractors distancing themselves from such firms.

Sand and aggregate

19

Afghanistan: Revival and Redevelopment, British Geological Survey, June 2008
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Sand and aggregate constitutes 7% of the building materials used in Afghan construction
projects. Almost all sand and gravel is produced locally in Afghanistan, but only around 15%
of the supply comes from licensed firms20 and regulation of these operations is non-existent.
Again, quality of production is a primary concern for purchasers of sand and gravel; sand
needs to be washed and gravel needs to be sufficiently angular to ensure a functional and
structurally sound finished product. However, with high levels of black market trade, quality
cannot be guaranteed for these materials21.
Opportunities exist in upgrading the quality of production, equipment sales, and exploitation
of new mining sites. It is also worth mentioning that Afghanistan’s abundance of natural
sand could be exploited for the production of high quality construction glass, much of which
is currently imported from Uzbekistan, Russia, Iran, Belgium, Pakistan, China and
Kyrgyzstan22.

Wood
Most wood used for construction projects is imported from Russia or Pakistan; Pakistani
poplars are used for lower end construction projects with the higher quality Russian wood
being used for most other construction projects. Overall, there is limited market information
on demand and supply of wood by price, type and usage.
Afghanistan’s wood is of a very high quality, originating in Nuristan, Kunar and the Northern
provinces of Badakhshan, Sari Pal and Jowzjan. However there is an inadequate regulatory
and licensing system for logging23 and a significant portion of Afghan wood is either burnt as
firewood or smuggled out of the country:
Further value in Afghanistan’s indigenous timber is lost because there are no facilities for
seasoning wood (artificially drying wood to avoid cracks and warps). This means that any
construction company that wants to use Afghanistan wood must export it for seasoning and
re-import it into the country24. With very few exceptions, companies will choose to source
from Russia rather than adopt this practice.
As with all building materials, quality is vitally important to wood and there is currently no
quality testing of wood imported into the country. Moreover, construction firms have
limited knowledge in determining the origin or quality of wood which can give rise to Afghan
buyers being ‘cheated’ by foreign sellers25. There are clear opportunities for developing a
local wood industry supplying high quality, seasoned wood to the Afghan market.

Gypsum

20

Interview with representative from EGGI, USAID, 28th November 2010
It is worth noting that the Ministry of Mines is developing an Upstream Construction Materials Policy which
will address issues of formalisation, regulation and enforcement of regulation in the construction materials
industries. It is anticipated that this document will be released in the third quarter of 2011.
22
Market Prospects: Construction, AISA,
http://www.aisa.org.af/files/publications/brochures/Others/construction2.pdf
23
Kerr Wilson, A. and Pain, A. (2003), Three Villages in Alingar, Laghman: A Case Study in Rural Livelihoods
Kabul: AREU.
24
Interview with representative from MEDA’s ASF programme, 25th November 2010
25
AREU, Understanding Markets: A case study of the market in construction materials, June 2004
21
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Gypsum is primarily used as a finish for walls and ceilings (drywall) or, more commonly in
Afghanistan, as an ingredient for plaster and cement. In the Dasht-e-Barchi area of Kabul,
35-40 small companies having started up production of gypsum plaster in the last three
years for the manufacture of plaster, and this practice is replicated by similar businesses in
Nangahar 26 . Domestic demand is high, with an estimated 25,000 tonnes of gypsum
consumed per annum and an anticipated demand of approximately 100,000 tonnes per
annum in the next two years, assuming an expansion in the cement industry27.
However, the greatest weakness in the market is the limited production of the raw material.
Whilst Afghanistan is rich in high quality gypsum deposits, such as the Dodkash deposit in
Baghlan, many of the natural deposits are not being worked. Opportunities for establishing
mining operations in this area will therefore need to be explored to better exploit the
potential for the burgeoning market in gypsum.

Doors and Windows
Current local production of doors and windows uses obsolete technology and does not meet
local demand. Investment opportunities exist in the improvement and expansion of this
process.

Tiles
The raw materials for the production of ceramic tiles and other ceramic products can be
found in Afghanistan. High demand and prohibitive transportation costs represent great
potential for investment in local production facilities.

Asphalt
Local asphalt production capacity does not meet the booming demand from large scale road
construction and reconstruction activities. High profit potential exists in expansion of local
production.

Higher end materials
In addition to the traditional construction materials referenced
above, there is great potential for more sophisticated
manufactured inputs such as manufactured steel products, PVC
pipes, manhole covers and so on. A factory producing insulated
sandwich panels has recent successfully begun operating in Kabul.

Labour and trades
Construction has an important role to play in
employment creation; in 2007, it was estimated that
more than 300,000 people were employed in the

26

These businesses typically calcinate the gypsum using simple woodfuelled kilns, hammer mill and bag them
(25-30kg) and sell them to shop keepers for up to 150 Afghanis ($3) per bag. Afghanistan: Revival and
Redevelopment, British Geological Survey, June 2008
27
Ibid.
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construction industry.28 The construction industry also requires a diverse set of skills and
trades spanning professional, technical, managerial and trade related skills. There are
opportunities for service firms to enter into the Afghan market:


Trade skills - span metalworking, carpentry, plumbing, plastering, masonry, and
electricians, amongst others. There are a number of channels through which people
can gain training in a specific trade, ranging
from informal apprenticeships, government
technical institutes and independent donor
initiatives. There is also notable demand for
trade specific training from construction
company managers, with training for
plumbers, concrete workers and electricians
attracting most interest.



Professional and managerial skills - most Afghan construction companies are
generalists. There are no dedicated organizations for urban planning, landscaping or
quantity surveying and where specialisms are required, companies are usually
obliged to hire foreign experts on a project basis.



Engineering skills are in short supply with only around 700 graduates a year
(including architects and geo-technical, mechanical and electrical engineers).
Moreover, the university curriculum is predicated on outdated techniques from the
Soviet era, with only one engineering manual in Dari (Dr. Logar Khan) and limited
training in technical software knowledge of packages such as AutoCAD, primavera,
MS Project, QCS29.



Project planning skills - are not strong in Afghanistan, with fewer than 30% of
companies having ever provided training in this area. There is also limited use of
planning software across Afghan construction companies.



Architecture - architects have limited business in Afghanistan, with low levels of
demand. This is largely because the current focus on reconstruction stresses
functionality above design and therefore architecture is rarely a priority for either
buyers (donors and private sector) or suppliers (construction companies).

28

This figure derived from an extrapolation of sample size figures used in the report, CDP Private Sector
Program, USAID, Altai Consulting, December 2007. This included both permanent and temporary staff from
unskilled labourers up to site managers and engineers.
29
Ibid.
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Section 4: Large Infrastructure Projects30
4.1 Overview
Prior to the Soviet Invasion, Afghanistan’s infrastructure was limited even when its level of
development then is taken into account. Much of what it did have was severely degraded
during the 30 years of war before the fall of the Taliban in 2002, both as a result of direct
destruction and as a consequence of poor maintenance.
As a result, Afghanistan faces a substantial infrastructural deficit: there is no national rail
network, the electrical system has expanded rapidly but still cannot cope adequately in the
face of demand which is growing at 25% a year, the ring road has been completed but many
secondary roads need tarmacking and little of Afghanistan’s hydro-electric capacity has been
developed. This has been recognised as a critical issue for Afghanistan by both the donors
and the Government. While much has been done, the reality is that even more remains to
do. Given this, for at least the next 30-50 years, there will be a series of large infrastructure
projects aimed at giving Afghanistan the sort of infrastructural framework enjoyed by its
neighbors at a similar level of development.
Tenders for most projects are advertised nationally and internationally. Almost all can be
found on the Afghanistan Reconstruction and Development Services website:
http://www.ards.gov.af/ .
Key areas that are likely to see concerted activity over the next 50 years include:

Building a Rail Network
The first section of what is intended to be a national network was completed when Mazar-iSharif was connected by rail to Hairatan and through it to the networks of central Asia and
onto Europe; construction work on a railroad connecting Afghanistan with neighbouring
Turkmenistan has also been launched. The railway line is estimated to cost $800 million
which is being provided by the Asian Development Bank. Some of the other proposed lines
include: (1) “North-South Rail Line” between Mazar-i-Sharif to Kunduz to Hajigak to Kabul to
Aynak to Jalalabad (Afghanistan, 900 km); (2) Jalalabad – Torkham (Afghanistan, 75 km) LandiKutal (Pakistan, 23 km); (3) Gorani(Iran) - Herat (Afghanistan) (62 km); (4) Atamyrat –
Imomnazar (Turkmenistan, 90 km) and Aqina – Andkhoy – Sheberghan (Afghanistan, 108
km); and (5) Completion of Torgondi - Herat
(Afghanistan, 100 km).

Expanding the Road Network
The
reconstruction
and
refurbishment
of
Afghanistan’s 2,700 km Ring Road was recently
completed. Both the World Bank and ADB have
30

This section draws heavily on material developed by MOCI and the US Department of State for an Investment
Conference in New Delhi, India in 2012.
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committed significant funds to upgrade hundreds of kilometers of priority roads and finance
construction of new facilities to complement investment in mining. Some key projects that
have been mooted include: (1) East-West Road Corridor; (2) upgrading the Kabul-JalalabadPeshawar Highway to a Four-Lane Expressway (966 km); (3) Rehabilitation of the Salang
Tunnel(2.86km); and (4) Construction of By-Pass Road (Pul-e-Matak – Shibar – Doshi, 275
km).

Improving Energy Supply and Enhancing the Electricity System.
The growth in the supply of electricity since 2001 has been remarkable. In 2001 Afghanistan
generated around 500,000 MWH31. By 2009 supply had increased to 2.2 million MWH and
between 2009 and 2012 it doubled again to 4.1 million MWH32 around 70% of which is
supplied by its neigbours. By the end of 2014, electricity should reach 65% of households
and 90% of non-residential establishments in major urban areas, and at least 25% of the
households in rural areas. Electrification to meet these goals is being accomplished by
rehabilitation of hydro and thermal power plants; rehabilitation and expansion of
transmission systems; upgrading distribution networks to expand access and to reduce
commercial technical and commercial losses; increasing power imports; and continuing
development of Afghanistan generation resources.
Afghanistan does not yet have anything close a national grid. Significant regions do not have
access to affordable electricity. Current improvements to the transmission grid including
NEPSEPS interconnection and the ADB project to bring power from Turkmenistan will help.
However further improvements and expansion are required if all Afghans are to have access
to affordable electric power. Despite the impressive growth in supply Afghanistan still faces
the prospect of looming shortages. Afghanistan has seen power demand in major centers
grow at 25% per year. The demand for power is expected to grow in excess of 9,900 MW by
2020.
Increased supply will come from a variety of sources:





Increasing imports of electricity – the ADB is half-way through a project to construct
an additional north-south transmission line which should add an additional 1,000
MW of capacity which involves construction of 500 kV AC Transmission Line from
Datka (Kyrgyzstan) to Khojand (Tajikistan) - 450 km and then (2) Construction of 500
kV DC Transmission Line from Sangtuda (Tajikistan, 117 km) – Kabul – Torkham
(Afghanistan, 562 km) – Peshawar (Pakistan, 71km) with capacity of 1300 MW.
Afghanistan also has the potential to generate 1,000 MW from the development of
its gas resources and construction of a gas-fired electricity plant at Sheberghan; and
Afghanistan has great potential for hydro power generation (estimated to be 23,000
MW) to serve its own demand, and also for potential exports of electricity to energy
starved south Asia countries including Pakistan and India. Priority projects include:
(1) expediting completion of Sorobi 2; (2) moving ahead with the construction of the

31

US Energy Administration Information country data: http://www.eia.gov/countries/countrydata.cfm?fips=af#elec
32
Islamic Republic of Afghanistan Ministry of Economy Inter-Ministerial Commission for Energy (ICE)
Secretariat Energy Sector Status Report October – December, 2011, p.6
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Kokcha Hydropower Plant and Irrigation Project; and (3) construction of
Baghdara Dam.

the

There are also plans to build a natural gas pipeline from Turkmenistan through Afghanistan,
to Pakistan, and India.

Enhancing Regional Integration
Tapping the potential of regional integration will also become an important contributor to
growth. Afghanistan lies at the crossroads of rapidly growing and resource rich economies in
Central, South, and West Asia. The New Silk Road vision is a shared commitment to promote
private-sector investment, increase regional trade and transit, and foster a network of
linkages throughout the region. The creation of a New Silk Road will help Afghanistan and its
neighbors maximize the value of natural resources, build human capacity, create jobs,
generate revenue to pay for needed services, and capitalize on the region’s economic
potential.
This is being taken forward through the Central Asia Regional Economic Cooperation
(CAREC) program, the 10-country partnership that promotes the implementation of regional
projects in energy, transport, and trade facilitation. The CAREC Action Plan focuses on the
development of the six CAREC corridors, which will facilitate transport and trade within and
through the CAREC region and provide important links among the world’s rapidly growing
markets around the CAREC region. When completed, the six land transport corridors would
cover 3,600 kilometers of roads and 2,000 kilometers of railway, traversing the CAREC region
and linking Europe, East Asia, South Asia, the Middle East, and beyond.
Figure 4: Vision for the ‘New Silk Road’
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In addition, Afghanistan can tap the potential of growing transit trade in the region. Taking
advantage of regional integration will require investments in infrastructure, improving
customs facilities, and strengthening trade agreements.

4.2: Details of Major Projects
Establishing a National Rail Network
The Government of Afghanistan has committed to establishing an Afghanistan Rail
Authority, designing a National Rail Plan, and initiating near-term work on select, strategic
rail lines in support of, in the mediumterm, an integrated national rail network.
An Afghan Rail System will facilitate
Afghan exports, spurring economic
growth, generating public revenue, and
integrating regional markets.
Critical for exporting minerals and other
products, the Afghan Rail System will
serve as a pillar of key Regional Economic
Growth & Resource Corridors for
Afghanistan and its neighbors.
The
project aims to establish rail governance
capacity and a sustainable national rail system as an “economic enabler” (e.g., generating
jobs, public revenue, and economic growth) and a “distribution enabler” (i.e., maximizing
the transport of natural resources and flow of supplies into the country’s interior). It will
facilitate the country’s further internal, inter-provincial economic integration, as well as
wider regional integration with Central and South Asia, and beyond. As an initial first step,
the Afghanistan Rail Authority’s National Rail Plan (to be divided in three phases) is designed
to systematically encourage private and public resources to develop, operate, and maintain
rail lines, as well as create and maintain the required legal and regulatory environment
needed for its safe and sustainable operation
Project Components: (near-term priorities):(i) Kolkhozobod – PanjiPoyen (Tajikistan, 50km)
and Shir Khan Bandar - Kunduz (Afghanistan, 61 km); (ii) “North-South Rail Line” between
Mazar-i-Sharif to Kunduz to Hajigak to Kabul to Aynak to Jalalabad (Afghanistan, 900 km); (iii)
Jalalabad – Torkham (Afghanistan, 75 km) - LandiKutal (Pakistan, 23 km); (iv) Gorian (Iran) Herat (Afghanistan) (62 km); (v) Atamyrat – Imomnazar (Turkmenistan, 90 km) and Aqina –
Andkhoy – Sheberghan (Afghanistan, 108 km); (vi) Completion of Torgondi - Herat
(Afghanistan, 100 km); and (vii) Building rail governance and technical capabilities.
Table 2: Strategic Rail Lines Project
Investment Type

Private/Public/Donor
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Budget

Budget estimates under preparation.

Funding Status

No funding is allocated at this time. The Steel Authority of India
Ltd. (SAIL) has expressed support for rail line construction from
the Hajigak Iron Ore Mine, and the ADB has expressed support
for a rail line from Mazar-i-Sharif to Andkhoy.

Current Institutional Partners:
 Afghanistan: Ministry of Interior, Ministry of Public Works, Ministry of Transportation
and Civil Aviation, Ministry of Mines, Ministry of Finance, Senior Economic Advisor to
the President, and Ministry of Commerce and Industry
 Asian Development Bank, World Bank, EU, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan Iran,
Pakistan, China, US, and India
Summary of Progress: The first train ran on the completed Hairatan to Mazar-i-Sharif rail
line on 21 December 2011. Construction of the rail line cost USD $165 million (US$160
provided by ADB and USD $5 by the Afghan Government). In August 2011, a three-year
contract was awarded to the Uzbek state-owned national railway company (UTY) to operate
and maintain the line until 2014. The China Metallurgical Group Corporation (MCC) is
required to perform a pre-feasibility study for the line from Kabul to Mazar-i-Sharif by 2013,
as part of its Aynak Copper Mine rights agreement. The Afghanistan Rail Authority was
established in late 2012 to oversee the development of a national rail network.

Upgrading the Salang Tunnel
The Salang Tunnel is the only major northsouth route to remain in operation year
round, and its rehabilitation is crucial for land
transport within Afghanistan, as well as
between Afghanistan and the surrounding
region. It connects Kabul to eight provinces
and Afghanistan to both Uzbekistan and
Tajikistan. It is critical to further internal,
inter-provincial
trade
and
economic
integration in Afghanistan, as well as wider
regional trade and economic integration in
Central and South Asia, through expanded and strategically important transportation
infrastructure.
The Salang Tunnel Project includes the provision
of technical, administrative, and financial
support for upgrading the Salang Tunnel and
constructing a new Salang Tunnel By-Pass (from
Bamiyan to Dushi). Prior to full rehabilitation of
the tunnel, the by-pass must be fully functional.
When complete, the projects will support
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expanded national and regional trade, increased transit, and better management of natural
disasters (flooding, blizzards, etc.).
Components: (i) Salang Tunnel Emergency Repair (completed in Oct. 2011); (ii) Salang
Tunnel Full Restoration; (iii) Road: Maiden Shar - Bamiyan (136 km); (iv) Road: Charikar Bamyan Section 6 (16 km); and (v) Road: Bamiyan - DushiSalang Bypass (151 km).
Table 3: Salang Tunnel Project
Investment Funding:

Public/Donor

Budget:

USD $5 million for upgrade/emergency repairs
USD $1.6 billion for the full rehabilitation project

Funding Status:

USD $5 million committed (but not allocated) by U.S. for
upgrading/emergency repairs.

Current Institutional Partners
 Afghanistan: Ministry of Public Works, Ministry of Transportation & Civil Aviation
 WB (ARTF), ADB, U.S.
Summary of Progress: Emergency repair work on the Salang Tunnel was completed in
October 2011. Planned to commence in 2014/15, full rehabilitation of the tunnel will take an
estimated three years, but the Bamiyan-Dushi By-Pass Road must be completed before full
rehabilitation can begin. In anticipation of this effort, a feasibility study was completed in
late 2013.

East West Road Corridor
The East-West Road Corridor project includes
the provision of technical, administrative, and
financial support for completing the remaining
sections of the 665 km East-West Highway
(from Herat to Chagcharan to Gardandewal near Kabul). The Kabul-Jalalabad-Peshawar
(KJP) Expressway focuses on upgrading the
142 km Kabul-Jalalabad Highway from two to
four lanes, and improving the Jalalabad to
Torkham segment of the Jalalabad-Peshawar
Expressway (74 km). These linked road
projects fulfil a strategic national objective for linking Eastern-Central and Western parts of
Afghanistan, and Afghanistan with neighboring countries by: 1) promoting private sector
economic development through better access to markets; 2) improving the quality of life
through better access to schools and medical facilities; 3) extending the reach of
government services to undeserved and isolated communities; 4) shortening the travel
distance from Herat-Kabul (750 km) compared to the Ring Road Herat-Kandahar-Kabul (1047
km); and 5) providing access to natural resources.
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Components: (i) Road: Herat – Chest-e Sharif (160 km); (ii) Road: Chest-e Sharif –
Chaghcharan (175 km); and (iii) Road: Chaghcharan – Gardandewal (330 km); (iv) Road:
Kabul-Jalalabad (142 km); and (v) Road: Jalalabad-Torkham (74 km)
Table 4: East-West Corridor Project

Investment Type Public/Donor
Budget

USD $733 million for the East-West Road Corridor
USD $120 million for the expansion of the Kabul-Jalalabad Highway from two to
four lanes
Budget under preparation for upgrade of the Jalalabad-Peshawar Expressway

Funding Status

Italy has allocated USD $95 million and the Afghan Government USD $20 million
for the East-West Road Corridor. The EU has expended USD $86 million to
rehabilitate the Kabul-Jalalabad Highway, and Pakistan has expended US$50
million on basic rehabilitation of the Torkham-Jalalabad Road.

Current Institutional Partners:
 Afghanistan: Ministry of Public Works, Ministry of Transportation & Civil Aviation
 ADB, Italy, EU, and Pakistan
Summary of Progress: Initially planned for completion in 2008, the East-West Road Corridor
has faced delays due to insecurity, under-funding, and other constraints. In February 2007,
with support from the EU, rehabilitation of the 142 km two-lane Kabul-Jalalabad highway
was completed. Since this period, daily traffic levels have increased significantly, with around
12,000 to 15,000 light cars and heavy trucks transporting goods and military cargo. The
highway winds through an elevated pass that is threatened with rockslides during the rainy
season, resulting in delays and accidents.

TAPI Pipelne
The TAPI pipeline is projected to be about 1,775
kilometres long and deliver 33 billion cubic meters
(bcm) of gas a year from the South Yolotan field in
southeast of Turkmenistan through Afghanistan
and Pakistan into India. About 775 km of the
pipeline will pass through the Afghan territory.
The TAPI natural gas pipeline will be built and
operated by a consortium of national (and
possibly international) oil and gas companies. The
complexity of the project and the amount and
nature of work involved will require extra-regional
involvement in the pipeline. From Turkmenistan, the
pipeline is expected to pass through Herat and
Kandahar in Afghanistan, running along parts of
Afghanistan’s Ring Road. The pipeline will then
extend to the cities of Quetta and Multan in Pakistan
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and finally connect to the Indian town of Fazilka at the Indo-Pakistani border.
India and Pakistan are presently faced with substantial deficits as far as their energy needs
are concerned, while Turkmenistan has the world’s fourth-largest reserves of natural gas.
Users of the TAPI pipeline will pay transit fees to the countries through the territory of which
the pipeline passes. Construction, operation, and maintenance of TAPI will generate
thousands of jobs in the near-term in participating countries. An independent study of the
TAPI has calculated an Economic Internal Rate of Return of 16.8 percent for the project. The
projected annual revenue for the Afghan treasury is estimated to be at the vicinity of USD
$400 million. Besides providing economic benefits along the pipeline’s entire route, the
project will strengthen regional cooperation, interdependence, and stability among the
participating countries.
Components: To build and operate a natural gas pipeline, approximately 1,775 km in length,
from Turkmenistan to India through Afghanistan and Pakistan. The pipeline could be
operational by 2016/2017.
Table 5: TAPi Pipeline Project
Investment Type

Private/Public/Donor

Budget

Based on the initial estimates provided by ADB, the project will cost upward
of $7.6 billion.

Funding Status

ADB has been asked by the parties to prepare an initial roadmap/plan for
dealing with issues related to financing, construction, and operationalization
of the pipeline. Substantial private financing is expected to be required for
implementation.

Institutional Partners: Governments of Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and India, and
the Asian Development Bank provide technical assistance.
Summary of Progress: Leaders from Turkmenistan, Pakistan, Afghanistan and India signed a
preliminary intergovernmental agreement to proceed with plans for the pipeline, on
December 11, 2010 in Ashgabat, after discussions begun in the 1990s. The ADB, which has
sponsored TAPI-related meetings and undertaken feasibility studies in 2005 and 2008, hired
a transaction advisor in 2011 to assist with negotiations. In late 2011 and early 2012, several
Working Group meetings have taken place and significant progress has been achieved by the
four participating countries towards an agreement on the commercial terms for the sale and
transit rates for the natural gas, which are viewed as critical toward securing a combination
of public and private financing for construction of the pipeline. A recent meeting between
the presidents of Afghanistan and Turkmenistan discussed the outstanding issues of the
Sale-Purchase Agreement and reached an agreement that was satisfactory to both sides.

The Central Asia – South Asia Electricity Transmission and Trade Project (CASA 1000)
The Central Asia – South Asia Electricity Transmission and Trade Project (CASA 1000) will
develop the necessary physical infrastructure and create the institutional and legal
framework to transmit surplus power available from existing facilities in Tajikistan and
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Kyrgyzstan to Afghanistan and Pakistan. In support of the establishment of a Central Asia –
South Asia Regional Electricity Market
(CASAREM), the project will catalyze
additional energy investments and trade
both in the four CASA 1000 countries and
wider region, generating a positive
demonstration effect for other regional
infrastructure
projects.
Physical
infrastructure plans for CASA 1000, which
is projected to enable a trade of 1000 to
1300 MW of summer surplus electricity
between Central Asia (namely Kyrgyzstan
and Tajikistan) and South Asia (namely
Pakistan and Afghanistan) over a 30 year
project life-span, include: (i) A 500 KV High Voltage Direct Current (HVDC) transmission
system between Tajikistan and Pakistan through Afghanistan; (ii) An AC transmission link
from Kyrgyzstan to Tajikistan to bring electricity south; and (iii) DC electricity sub-stations in
Kabul, Peshawar, and Sangtuda (in Tajikistan).
The Kyrgyz Republic and Tajikistan would benefit economically from the sale of surplus
electricity to Afghanistan and Pakistan. Afghanistan would also benefit economically from
reasonably priced electricity and transit royalty fees. The export market would form the
basis for the development of additional energy resource, predominantly hydropower in the
Kyrgyz Republic and Tajikistan. One independent study has calculated an Economic Internal
Rate of Return of 15.6 percent, with an increase in income per capita of 3.3 percent. The
projected net annual Afghan Government revenues range between USD $88 and $175
million. The project is also expected to generate catalytic (indirect) employment
opportunities of over 100,000. Moreover, the CASA 1000 transmission system is also
expected to foster greater regional cooperation from the benefits to be achieved by the four
participating countries.
Major Components: While continuing to plan for full project development, give immediate
attention to: (i) Construction of 500 kV AC Transmission Line from Datka (Kyrgyzstan) to
Khojand (Tajikistan) - 450 km; and (ii) Construction of 500 kV DC Transmission Line from
Sangtuda (Tajikistan, 117 km) – Kabul – Torkham (Afghanistan, 562 km) – Peshawar
(Pakistan, 71km) with capacity of 1300 MW
Table 6: CASA 1000 Project
Investment Type

Public/Donor

Budget

USD $1 billion

Funding Status

In addition to financing from the World Bank, Islamic Development Bank,
and Russia, the projects partners intend to seek a commercial partner.

Institutional Partners: Afghanistan, the Kyrgyz Republic, Tajikistan, and Pakistan, the World
Bank, Islamic Development Bank, Russia, and the U.S.
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Summary of Progress: In 2011, the World Bank convened a technical working group
involving all CASA 1000 participating countries to achieve progress towards the commercial
negotiation of a sales and electricity transmissions operating agreement. The CASA-1000
project was revitalized when the governments of Afghanistan, the Kyrgyz Republic and
Tajikistan signed a an MOU in 2011 which required each country to establish a national
Working Group dedicated to implementing the CASA-1000 project. In February 2012 in
Almaty, Kazakhstan, working groups for the Central Asia – South Asia Electricity Transmission
and Trade Project met to further streamline steps toward CASA-1000’s implementation.

The Northeast Power System (NEPS) and Southeast Power System (SEPS)
NEPS and SEPS are undergoing rehabilitation within an emerging regional electric grid
(through which Afghanistan receives around 60% of its current power supply from Tajikistan,
Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Iran). The
Northeast Power System consists of eight
components that will provide electrical
transmission and distribution systems to
deliver electrical power to 14 provinces in
northern and eastern Afghanistan. As part of
NEPS, the Shebherghan Natural Gas Power
Project will support the delivery of costeffective energy to industries and communities
in Northern and Eastern Afghanistan through
the construction of a 200 MW gas-fired
Sheberghan power generation plant and the rehabilitation of the 48 MW power plant at the
Northern Fertilizer and Power Plant facility a Mazar-e-Sharif. The Southeast Power System
consists of seven components, providing 52 MW of additional power to the Kandahar City
region once the Kajak hydropower plants are operational.
Components: While further rehabilitating and expanding the NEPS and SEPS, the Afghan
Government seeks to give immediate attention to: (i) Construction of 500 kV Transmission
Line from Mary to Atamyrat (Turkmenistan, 300 km) - Andkhoy (Afghanistan, 42 km); (ii)
Construction of 220 kV Transmission Line from Andkhoy – Sheberghan - Mazar-i-Sharif
(Afghanistan, 231 km) – note: the construction of transmission lines are the responsibilities
of both countries in their respective lands; and (iii) Sheberghan Natural Gas Power Project
(including a new 200 MW Power Plant and rehabilitation of the 48 MW Northern Fertilizer
and Power Plant).
Table 7: NEPS and SEPS projects
Investment Type

Public/Donor

Budget

NEPS: USD $3.239 billion
SEPS: USD $1.267 billion
Sheberghan: USD $650 million

Funding Status

ADB, World Bank, EU, Japan, German, Italy, US are providing
financial and technical support.
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Institutional Partners:
 Afghanistan: Ministry of Energy and Water, Ministry of Mines, DABS
 Energy Suppliers: Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, and Iran
Summary of Progress: Work has continued on the Afghanistan-Regional Electric Grid, with a
special emphasis on rehabilitating and expanding the abovementioned components of NEPS
and SEPS. The Sheberghan Natural Gas Power Project reached a critical milestone on 30
January 2012, when it received the full endorsement of the Afghan Government Cabinet. In
addition, in 2011, the project secured a commitment of significant financial and technical
support from a combination of donor and potential private sector partners (though financing
has not been yet been secured for the new 200 MW or rehabilitation of the old 48 MW
power plant).

Kokcha Irrigation and Hydropower Plant Project

The Kokcha Irrigation and Hydropower Plant Project includes building a concrete gravity
dam, 67m high and 240 m long, that will generate an estimated 450 MW through
hydropower and provide irrigation for farming and grazing lands in northern Afghanistan
along the Kokcha River. The project will result in
the irrigation of approximately 140,000 Hectres of
land and include a hydropower component in the
provinces of Kunduz and Taloqan (in northern
Afghanistan near the Afghan-Tajik border). The
power plant will have a total installed capacity of
125 MW, of which 50 MW would be utilized for
pumping stations and the remaining 75 MW
available for domestic consumption. The lifespan of
this project is estimated to be 30 years.
Components: (i) Irrigation for farming and grazing lands in northern Afghanistan along the
Kokcha River; and (ii) Generating an estimated 450 MW through hydropower.
Table 8: Kokcha Irrigation/Hydropower projects
Investment Type

Public/Donor

Budget

USD $2.280 billion (over a seven year construction period)

Funding Status

No resources allocated to date.

Current Institutional Partners:
 Afghanistan: Supreme Council on Water (including the Ministry of Energy and Water,
Ministry of Agriculture, Irrigation, and Livestock, Ministry of Rehabilitation and Rural
Development, and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs)
Summary of Progress: A pre-feasibility study of the Kokcha dam was performed to identify
the technical, social, environmental, and economic viability of the project, followed by
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refinement of physical characteristics of design parameters for a recommended project
suitable for final design and construction.

Afghan National Civil Optical Fiber Cable [OFC]
This project involves the building of requisite infrastructure for the Afghan Fiber Optic Ring,
negotiating related operational and regulatory agreements with neighboring countries, and
conducting telecommunications training for
Afghan, Tajik, Turkmen, Kyrgyz, and Pakistani
officials. Once completed, the entire 4,600 km
national backbone network will extend beyond
the current fiber optic cable around the Ring
Road and connect Kabul to Chaghcharan and
Daikundi via Bamiyan. It will also connect Mazare-Sharif in the north via Kunduz and Takhar to
Faizabad in the northeast province of
Badakhshan. Developed alongside existing and
new roads, the Fiber Optic Ring will generate
significant revenue for Afghanistan by transforming it into an Internet Regional Exchange
Point, as well as through the provision of ICT services as a hub for neighbors and markets
further afield.
Major Components: (i) Phase 1: Installation of fiber optic cable around the Ring Road (3,100
km); (ii) Phase 2: Installation of fiber optic cable (500 km) in the South-East region of
Afghanistan (Logar, Khost, and Paktya); and (iii) Phase 3: Installation of fiber optic cable
(1,000 km) in the North-East and Central regions of Afghanistan (Mazar-e-Sharif to Faizabad,
Charikar to Chaghcharan, and Bamiyan to Nili).
Table 9: Civil Optical Fibre Cable project
Investment Type

Public/Private/Donor

Budget

$64.5 million for Phase 1 (3,100 km)

Funding Status

GIROA funded – Phase 1 OFC contract awarded to ZTE in 2006

Institutional Partners:



Afghanistan: Ministry of Communications and Information Technology
China, Kyrgyzstan, China, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, and the U.S.

Summary of Progress: With more than 2,300 km of fiber optic cable installed, more than
2/3rds of the Phase 1 installation of fiber optic cable around Afghanistan’s Ring Road is now
operational. The original target for completion was 2008, and the current target is 2015.
Moreover, the recently initiated Phase II has also secured financing, and it will extend the
fiber optic network an additional 500 km to the South-East region of Afghanistan. Phase 3,
which will lay 1,000 more kilometers of fiber optic cable to Central and North-East reaches
of the country, has yet to start (but with the private sector demonstrating a strong interest
alongside the Afghan Government, work could commence in the near future). ICTs currently
generate $167 million per annum in public revenue, service over 27 million customers in
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Afghanistan, and have witnessed a ten-fold reduction in Internet costs in the past two years.
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Section 5: Small and Medium Enterprises
5.1 Cashmere
Afghanistan is one of three countries where significant amounts of cashmere are produced.
In 2011 Afghanistan produced 1200 metric tonnes valued at $25 million. This was 7% of
global supply. It is estimated that 30% of Afghan cashmere-producing goats are being
harvested with the remaining 70% of Afghan goat farmers unaware of the value of cashmere
or the channels for trading the product. However, with a goat population of 7.3 million33,
there is still potential for
Afghanistan to increase the
volume of cashmere it produces
by focusing on improving
harvesting
techniques
and
establishing
clear
market
linkages for producers. USAID’s ASAP (Accelerating Sustainable Agriculture Programme) has
made significant efforts to raise awareness of the opportunities for selling cashmere goat
hair, reaching over 170,000 goat herders over 2008-9. Ongoing efforts are also being made
to improve the quality of the fibre being harvested and to reduce the mixing of fibres of
different quality. Traditionally, Afghanistan has exported greasy cashmere fibres for
processing abroad. As a result, it captured only a small part of the value chain.
Figure 5: Global production of Raw Cashmere34

7%

3%

China

18%

Mongolia
Afghanistan
Iran and other
72%

Quality
There is a range of quality attributes that will determine the price of raw cashmere including
diameter, fibre length, colour, curvature (crimp) and purity. The finer and lighter coloured
cashmere found in China and, to a certain extent, in Mongolia commands a higher price
premium, as the table below indicates:

33
34

FAO Livestock census, 2003
Cashmere Value Chain Analysis, Afghanistan, Frauke de Weijer, ASAP, USAID, 2007
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Figure 6: Prices of Mongolian Cashmere by Quality (USD)35
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On average Afghan cashmere is darker with a diameter of 16-17 microns which means it is of
a lower quality and cheaper than that of Mongolia and China.
To compound this, the majority of Afghan traders mix the higher quality bahari36 cashmere
with the lower quality skin37 cashmere to create an average product at an average price. This
limits the end use of the cashmere and leads to limited differentiation of quality in the
product being exported.
Both ends of the quality spectrum are important. Whilst high quality cashmere will
command a better price, the World Bank and the CCMI (Camel Hair and Cashmere
Manufacturers Institute) predict fast growth in the middle-lower quality range and for
blending and manufacturing into cheaper garments. More broadly, the current value of
imports for carded / combed cashmere fibres reached a healthy $189,841,385 in 201038,
according to the UN, with the following countries representing the major global importers of
carded / combed cashmere: Italy, Republic of Korea, China, UK and India.
Cashmere is produced across most of Northern Afghanistan. Processing of the raw fibre
occurs in Herat

Processing
Local processing of cashmere has begun in a couple of locations in Herat where scouring and
dehairing is taking place. In March 2006, Afghan Macau’s (a JV with a Chinese company)
established a scouring line and installed mechanical de-hairing equipment in operations in
Herat. In 2011 a British and a Belgian company entered into a PPP with the Ministry of
Commerce to do scouring and de-hairing in a former cotton factory outside of Herat City.
A proposal to weave yarn from cashmere fibres in the Herat Textile Park has been received
by the Ministry of Commerce. One of the current companies has well advanced plans to
weave the yarn into fabric and make garments out of cashmere. A number of international
35

LeCraw, 2005, quoted in Cashmere Value Chain Analysis, Afghanistan, Frauke de Weijer, ASAP, USAID, 2007
Bahari cashmere is obtained through combing or shearing live animals during spring; this hair is clean, with
no chemicals applied. The bahari is therefore of a higher quality.
37
Skin cashmere: Obtained from dead skins during winter, this hair is unclean, brittle and has chemicals
applied. The skin is therefore of a lower quality.
36

38

UN, COMTRADE, 2010, 510531 (Fine animal hair, carded/combed, of Kashmir (cashmere) goats)
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investors (primarily European) have expressed an interest in investing in the sector, most
notably in the spinning of yarn and weaving of fabric.
Processing can be done cost effectively in Afghanistan. The market for carded / combed
cashmere fibres is a large one: in 2010, it was valued at $190 million and demand for
cashmere globally has increased rapidly over the last decade.39 Spinning yarn from the
processed fibres is relatively simple and it looks likely that this will begin soon in two
locations in Herat. There are opportunities to invest in the following:


further de-hairing and scouring operations; and



cashmere yarn spinning operations

5.2 The Carpet Sector
Afghanistan has a long tradition of handmade carpets including Chob Rung (pile and knotted
carpets made from wool, silk and cotton); Kilims (non-pile fabric woven carpets), and felted
woollen carpets.
Over one million Afghans work in the production of carpets, with hundreds of thousands
more working in related industries such as wool production, cut and wash, and design. More
than 95% of Afghanistan’s production occurs in
homes, on one or two looms, with a number of
family members participating40.
Carpets are still among Afghanistan‘s most
important exports. The industry has a centuriesold tradition that enjoys world renown. Afghan
carpets are internationally competitive, even
with the challenges of a post-war economy—a
reflection of the capabilities of generations of
skilled Afghan weavers. The government places a
high priority on the development of the carpet sector, particularly because of its importance
as a source of income for the rural population, including women and refugees.
As one of Afghanistan’s traditional economic sectors and with its linkages to rural incomes,
much government and private sector attention has been paid to revitalizing the Afghan
carpets and textiles sector. An analysis of the carpets and textiles sector reveals a number of
strengths:

39

40



Traditional skills - The carpet industry is one of Afghanistan’s traditional products and,
despite the war, entrepreneurs in the business suggest that a sufficient supply of the
necessary skilled labour remains in the country.



International brand retains value – Although more needs to be done, the Afghan
carpets and traditional textiles sector retains a generally favourable international
image. Carpets made in Afghanistan are considered a traditional handicraft,
reflecting a rich history and a range of quality designs. While production quality is

UN, COMTRADE, 2010, 510531 (Fine animal hair, carded/combed, of Kashmir (cashmere) goats)

An Analysis of Business Opportunities within Afghanistan’s Carpet Sector, The McCord Group, May 2007
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inconsistent, the generally favourable image offers the sector a good basis for
improved marketing.


Preferential access - handmade Afghan carpets have been granted preferential duty
free access to the important United States and European Union markets. This
provides a pricing advantage for Afghan carpets that producers without such access
do not enjoy.



Non-perishability of product – Although carpets are sensitive to humidity, they are
otherwise very easy to store. This means that output can be stockpiled near to the
end customer in overseas markets for a long time. This also confers a transitional
advantage in Afghanistan where transport and storage systems are not well suited
for exporters of perishable products.

The Afghan carpet industry offers high potential for investment, particularly in reestablishing those elements of the production chain which now take place outside the
country. It is estimated that the value of sector exports could increase two to five times if
goods were sold directly to foreign markets rather than through intermediaries

Locations
The majority of Afghan production is located in the north, where a combination of
traditional and newer Chob Rung carpets are woven. Kabul is a relatively new centre of
production, focusing on Chob Rung carpets.
Figure 7: Key Locations for Afghan Carpet Production
North
The carpet belt in the north is
estimated to account for almost
70% of Afghanistan’s output

Shebergan

Mazar

Andkhoy

Maimana
Herat

Kabul

Centre
Production in the Kabul area is
mainly the newer variety of
Chob Rung carpets, with a
generally higher portion of men
weaving than in other regions.
Estimated to account for 25% of
total production.

West
Having faced declining demand, falling
prices and higher costs (of both labour
and inputs), the carpet cluster in the
Herat area is under threat. Estimated to
account for 5% of total production

The Afghan carpet sector maintained a 2% average growth rate between 2000-12.
Moreover, despite challenging years in 2008-10 on account of the recession and low levels
of consumer spending, industry experts predict growth in the handmade carpet sector over
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the next five years41. In capturing market share, Afghanistan is in competition with five other
major global players: Iran, India, China, Nepal and Pakistan (although it is difficult to
ascertain what proportion of Pakistani exports are in fact Afghan products that have been
finished in Pakistan and re-branded as Pakistani).

Revenue and Value Chain
Afghanistan produces approximately 1.6m 42 of carpet per year. The sector represents
Afghanistan’s largest official export, generating $150 million annually and constituting 15%
of carpet exports globally.
Figure 8: Value Distribution of typical Chob Rung Carpet
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Wool Scouring and Spinning
Quality carpets require quality wool and yarn. Currently, the cost of raw materials comprises
between 5-21% of carpet costs depending on the quality of the wool (for example, Belgique
wool from Australia, New Zealand and Belgium is
significantly more expensive than the regional or local
produce43). While most producers of high quality carpets
strive to exclusively use local, hand-spun wool, supply is
insufficient to meet demand, and approximately two
thirds of wool used in the carpet sector is imported.
Growing numbers of livestock in Afghanistan have
created the potential for investment in additional wool
scouring facilities. Spinning of high quality yarn, either
from local or imported wool, also represents substantial opportunities.

Cut and Wash
41

Global Industry Analysts, Inc., 2010
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, SME Strategy, DAI, USAID, November 2009
43
An Analysis of Business Opportunities within Afghanistan’s Carpet Sector, The McCord Group, May 2007
42
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Approximately 85-90% of Afghan production is exported to Pakistan where it is finished and
re-exported as Pakistani carpets. Prioritising the repatriation of cut and wash facilities has
been stressed by almost all actors involved in the carpet industry from the Government, to
the private sector, to NGOs and donor organisations. Indeed, a number of ambitious
projections have been made for the realisation of these goals44.
It has been estimated that repatriation of both finishing and trading activities to Afghanistan
would create 7000 jobs in cut and wash, and revenue from carpets would increase by
around 30%45. Recently a number of cut and wash operations have been opened and appear
to be highly profitable.

Trading and marketing
Having imported Afghan carpets for finishing, Pakistan controls trading activity by identifying
foreign buyers and shipping the carpets under the ‘Made in Pakistan’ label. Direct trading
from Afghanistan would give the country greater control over markets and branding, and a
more direct link to the latest demands and trends in foreign markets.

Recent Developments
Higher value activities continue to be repatriated from neighbouring countries. Cut and wash
facilities have recently opened in Kabul, Mazar, Jalalabad and Heart. Carpets that previously would
have been exported under a made in Pakistan label (following finishing there) are now being
exported from Afghanistan. A more active carpet association is attempting to revamp the branding
for Afghan carpets and raise their profile internationally. In 2010, Afghanistan’s carpet sellers
recorded $12,116,500 in sales at Domotex (the World’s largest flooring expo) in Germany – a 400%
increase over the event sales of 2009. A number of entrepreneurs have established overseas
warehouses and are trucking carpets to them through central Asia.
Afghan carpets are world famous and comprise its largest export. They are in demand worldwide –
even though little by way of marketing has taken place. The market for them is growing strongly. In
the decade of conflict, many of the higher value and most profitable steps in the production and
sale of Afghan carpets moved to its neighbours. The process of repatriating these steps has only just
begun. As a result the opportunities for profitable investment abound.
There is an opportunity to invest in the following:


The establishment of further cut and wash facilities;



Exporting Afghan carpets; and



Improving the design, marketing and export of Afghan carpets.

5.3 The Agri-business Sector
The agricultural sector constitutes an estimated 30 %
of Afghanistan’s GDP, with around 85% of the Afghan
population dependent on agriculture and agriculture

44
45

Ibid.
Ministry of Commerce and Industry, SME Strategy, DAI, USAID, November 2009
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related activities for their livelihoods46. At one time, high quality Afghan agricultural product
exports such as dried fruits, nuts, almonds and pistachios occupied a prominent share of the
world market. Following almost three decades of conflict, farmers in Afghanistan have
recently made great strides in reviving agro business in the country. Development of the
agricultural sector is a high priority of the government and is the focus of international
donor efforts to revive rural economic activity. Improvements in irrigation systems, fertilizer
use and extension services have increased production and reduced input prices.
The domestic market potential for agricultural products is huge and demand is increasing
with a rise in population and income across the country. Currently, most processed food is
being imported. With rapidly improving supply conditions for agricultural products, there is a
large potential for import competition and early entrants stand to benefit as the first
domestic suppliers of their products. In addition, Afghan agricultural products represent a
valuable export product for investors, particularly in regional markets such as India and
Pakistan. There are also significant opportunities in cold and dry storage, processing,
particularly cleaning and packaging and in other elements of the value chain such as testing
and certification for both international and domestic markets. There are a large number of
sub-sectors.
Figure 9: Overview of Agricultural Sub-Sectors47
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Horticulture products and spices (especially saffron) and medicinal plants present the
greatest opportunities for export. However cereals, animal products (meat, dairy, fish and
honey), seeds and pulses have the potential to substitute imports in a country that currently

46

CSO, Afghanistan Statistical Yearbook, 2008-9
Textile products linked to animal husbandry such as wool, cashmere, hides, leather and silk are tackled
separately under the ‘Textiles Sector Action Plan’. In addition, Forest products (timber) are tackled in the
Construction Material Sector Action Plan, under wood.
47
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has significant unmet local demand (35% of the Afghan population do not have sufficient
food to meet their energy needs)48.

Trading and Exports
Agricultural products form the backbone of Afghanistan’s exports, representing around 90%
of Afghanistan’s licit exports49. Moreover, agricultural exports have been growing year on
year since 2003, as the table below indicates:
Figure 10: Afghanistan Exports by Sector 2003-200950
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Afghanistan has several markets to which it has long exported certain products such as dried
fruits and nuts. Restoring production and marketing the country’s traditional reputation for
quality may confer an advantage to new producers. Afghanistan’s arid to semiarid climate
and hot summers are particularly good for cultivating a large variety of fruits and vegetables
that can be dried, canned, or otherwise processed. Afghanistan also has good surface water
availability as compared to the Central Asian Republics and Iran. This means that Afghanistan
could develop lower irrigation costs as compared to those countries.
Some of the most populous countries of the world including China, India and Pakistan are in
close proximity to Afghanistan and constitute natural buyer markets for Afghanistan’s
products. Traditional fruit products already have an outstanding reputation in India which
could, with some marketing, extend to other food and beverage products. In addition to the
barriers to business noted under processing and packaging, traders in agricultural products
face poor market linkages owing to limited access to and use of market information. As a
consequence Afghanistan has under-exploited markets in India, the Gulf and Western
markets.
48

CSO, National Risk and Vulnerability Assessment, 2007
National Agricultural Development Framework, Economic Regeneration Programme, April 2009. It should be
noted that this figure includes textiles products such wool and leather, as well as carpets which are considered
‘agricultural products’ under the classification developed by MAIL.
50
IMF Statistical Appendix, MOCI Internal Data. Excludes opium products, quoted in MOCI’s SME Strategy,
USAID, DAI, 2009
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Another important consideration for exporters is ensuring that agricultural produce from
Afghanistan complies with international food safety regulations and quality standards. There
is an opportunity for investors to develop the infrastructure required to ensure compliance
with stringent quality standards in the EU, US and Gulf.

Marketing
Afghanistan enjoys brand equity in many of its agricultural products, including a reputation
for good tasting organic fruit and vegetables, a sound reputation in dried fruit and nuts
(especially raisins), excellent quality spices and medicinal plants, and a number of naturally
grown ‘super foods’, to use a marketing term from the West (pomegranates, cherries,
walnuts, and so on). Exploiting this reputation
through more targeted and sophisticated
marketing and branding of Afghan agricultural
products will be critical in increasing exports at
the levels projected. There is also an opportunity
to take advantage of demand for organic
produce and fair trade products in Western
markets. Some inroads have already been made
in this area, e.g. fair trade raisins being sold in
the UK market. There is potential to extend
Afghanistan’s presence in the fair-trade market, both in terms of product ranges and
markets51.

Dried Fruits and Nuts
The world market for raisins, pistachios, dried apricots, almonds and walnuts is over $2.2
billion, of which Afghanistan currently claims less than 3%. Many of these products were
formerly produced on a large scale and continue to enjoy international recognition for
quality. Raisins, for example,
are Afghanistan‘s primary
agricultural
export
commodity
and
once
accounted for 60% of the
world‘s market. Pakistan,
India and Russia offer large,
nearby markets in which
Afghan products could
begin regaining market
share.
Existing
raisin
processors are ripe for new
51

Fairtrade raisins from Afghanistan will be available in the UK from this month [November 2010] onwards as part of the
Fairtrade Foundation’s ongoing work to help producers in conflict affected areas gain access to global markets. The raisins
carry the FAIRTRADE Mark and have been produced by Tropical Wholefoods in partnership with international nongovernmental organisation Mercy Corps and the Parwan Raisin Producer Co-operative (PRPC), who are based in the
Shomali Plain in Parwan province, just outside Kabul. PRPC consists of five groups of around 300 farmers who own on
average five jeribs of land with 2.13 jeribs of this being vineyard.” In developing approaches to introducing Afghan products
into the international Fairtrade market, regional models can be explored, such as the Indian company Fabindia that now
links over 40,000 craft based rural producers to modern urban markets.
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investment to increase and improve production. Ideal growing conditions exist for almonds,
pistachios and apricots. The world‘s largest importers of these products - India for almonds
and Russia for dried apricots – are natural regional markets. Low productivity of existing
orchards and production facilities as well as a lack of machinery for sorting, drying and
packaging, are issues facing the industry.

Juices, Pastes, Jam
Local demand for fruit juices jams and tomato paste is high. Industrially processed products
available on the local market are almost entirely imported, primarily from Iran and Pakistan.
The abundance of local fruits and tomatoes offers substantial business opportunities in
import substitution. Afghan pomegranates are among the best in the world, so production of
pomegranate concentrate for export has very good prospects.

Fruit Juice and Concentrate Production
Global Industry Analysts, in an industry report on the fruit and vegetable juice sector, state
that the market for fruit and vegetable juices has the
potential to reach 72.79 billion litres by 201752. The
primary driver is a rising trend for consumer
purchases of healthy drinks. Investors are attracted
to this industry which is already twice the volume of
the tea industry and much greater than the cola
segment of the drinks sector. Omaid Bahar Fruits Processing Ltd. (OBFPL)is the first and only
Afghan company to produce fruit concentrate as well as fill, pack, and distribute RTD (ready
to drink) fruit juice drinks under their own brand.
Fruits concentrates and juices include Afghan
pomegranates, apples, mulberries, apricots,
peaches, plums, cherries, watermelon, and
carrots. Afghanistan has estimated population of
32 million as well as has an international
reputation as a producer of excellent fresh and dried fruits.
The current market size in Afghanistan for non-alcoholic beverages is in excess of US $100
million per year. As the population continues to grow it is creating a greater “internal
demand” for products manufactured in Afghanistan. This includes nectars and fruit drink
juices. The current market is estimated to be growing up to 15% per year, as more and more
people get access to markets, better education, and are becoming more health conscious. It
is estimated by industrial experts that the ready-to-drink (RTD) will be one of the fastest
growing processed agriculture sectors in Afghanistan.

State-Of-The-Art Facility / Certifications
OBFPL is a state-of-the-art, leading technology plant and is placing Afghanistan in the
forefront of concentrated juice production in Central Asia. With investments to date
exceeding $25 million, OBFPL has the ability to compete internationally and to promote
high-quality Afghan fruits to the international markets. OBFPL completed two Tetra Pak
52

Global Industry 2012 Analysts report: Source: www.prweb.com International Fruit Juice Sector “Set For
Growth”.
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Ready-to-drink (RTD) operating lines in 2012, allowing the company to produce its own
juices and leverage its concentrate production into significant new business potential to
supply both Afghanistan and neighboring countries. Sold under the label, “Fruit Fresh,”
OBFPL’s juice products are offered in 1-liter and 200 ml presentations. Production capacity
is 100,000 per units per day for two shifts. The company is a complete turn-key facility and
provides its own power to run all operations, including cold storage.
Omaid Bahar Fruits Processing plant capacity is estimated to be 100 tons of fruit juice
concentrate per 16 hour (2 Shifts) a work day. At full capacity, the company will employ up
to 200 employees ( 30 to 35% women). One of the largest agri-business employers in
Afghanistan, OBFPL’s indirect job creation is estimated at over 50,000 farmers and their
families, who provide fruits, transportation, and related services for the current processing
facility in Kabul, Afghanistan
The company has received HACCP & ISO certification in 2010 and all key international,
industry standards are in place for export of both concentrate and fruit juices. Until now,
Afghanistan has been one of the largest fruit producers in the world with extensive
pomegranate plantations and other fruits with no processing facilities.

Dairy Products
Most industrially processed and packaged dairy products are imported. Many regions in
Afghanistan have a well-established dairy production tradition, particularly in yoghurt, but
lack the infrastructure to expand beyond local consumption. Investments in collection,
processing, packaging, and a cold storage and transportation chain have good prospects.

Skins and Leather
Karakul skins were formerly one of Afghanistan‘s major exports. With the number of
livestock increasing, this industry has rebounded. Investment opportunities and potential for
exports to Afghanistan of machinery exist in skin processing and leather manufacturing.

Meat Processing
Existing meat processing facilities do not meet international standards. Given the increase in
livestock, good opportunities exist for investment in the upgrade of these facilities.

Cotton and Sugar
Afghanistan formerly produced substantial quantities of cotton and sugar (beet and cane)
crops well suited to the climate of some regions of the country. Foreign investment has been
involved in the rehabilitation of former state-owned enterprises in these areas as well as in
greenfield operations. The Spinzar plant in Kunduz and the Balkh Gin and Press in Mazar-eSharif were privatized under a long term leasing agreement with cotton specialist Dagris of
France. KWS of Germany has successfully invested in a JV sugar factory. Similar opportunities
exist for interested investors.

Mills and Baking
Most baking and wheat processing activities are carried out on a very small scale. However,
in large cities such as Kabul, Herat, Mazar-e-Sharif and Kandahar, medium-scale commercial
wheat mills are operating. There remain, however, substantial opportunities for expansion.
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Non-traditional Products
Afghanistan has a number of native plants with unrealized commercial potential. Ideal
climatic and ground conditions for many natural ingredients for the flavour, fragrance, and
pharmaceutical industries exist. For example, conditions are ideal for the cultivation of roses
and the production of rose oil. A number of spices, rare herbs and medicinal plants can also
be found. Various market studies have demonstrated substantial possibilities in these areas.

Processing and Packaging
Years of conflict have left Afghanistan’s indigenous food processing industry largely
devastated and today the country imports most of its processed food. There is considerable
potential for import substitution in the sector. Most processing and packaging facilities
currently in use for agricultural goods are technologically outdated. This sector represents
attractive opportunities for investment and export of technology and equipment to crush,
press, pasteurize, filtrate, dry, sort, grade, fill, and package a variety of agricultural products.
As little is currently produced in Afghanistan in the food and beverage industry, companies
that establish production are well-poised to reap great benefits as the first domestic
suppliers of their products as well as having lower transportation costs than their importing
competitors.

Cold Storage and Transportation
There are few cold storage facilities in Afghanistan. As the agro business sector strengthens
and power and fuel supplies become more reliable, cold storage and cold transportation
represent one area where investment and technology could achieve strong export growth
and ROI.

5.4 The Marble Sector
Afghanistan is home to 60 known deposits and it is estimated that there are as many as 400
varieties of marble. With numerous high-quality deposits, the Afghanistan dimension stone
industry has great potential to become a significant player in the Afghan economy and
provide thousands of rural jobs at the quarries and in the downstream processing industry.
The quality and quantity of Afghan deposits provides a comparative advantage which the
industry can leverage to build a competitive advantage. For example the deposits in Chesht
and Khogiani are of top quality white marble very similar to Cararra marble from Italy.
Buyers in the Gulf Countries, U.S., Italy are
already purchasing this marble and demand for
it exceeds available supply. Currently nine
white cities are being created in Turkmenistan
using Afghanistan white marble which has
replaced imports of Italian marble. As perhaps
the only source of high quality white marble in
the region, Afghanistan enjoys a comparative
advantage with other regional competitors
based on the availability of raw materials and
with respect to Italy as a result of its proximity
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to market. The high value of the marble will cover the higher costs of any inefficiency while
the enterprises fine tunes their operations. Besides Chesht and Khogiani, numerous other
deposits with export potential have been identified. The onyx deposit in Helmand is one of
the few in the world and reputed to be of the highest quality; onyx currently sells for 3-5x
the price of marble in global markets. There is also a deposit of white onyx in Maymana.

Figure 11: Marble Deposits in Afghanistan
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About 90% of sites use low tech, wasteful, explosive‐based extraction to remove marble
which is then typically transported to Pakistan for cutting and polishing. Most of the value in
production of marble is created in the final two steps which is typically done in Pakistan. The
key challenge for the Government of Afghanistan – and an opportunity for the private sector
- is to repatriate this value.
Figure 12: Value Chain for Marble
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Source: On the Frontier; ASMED Marble Sector Strategy

There is much interest internationally in developing Afghanistan’s marble deposits and a
number of MOUs have or are being signed with foreign companies and marble associations
(in Italy & the US). Of the 30 quarry operators 6 have converted to wire and saw block
extraction and five are in the process of doing so. This will greatly reduce waste, improve
productivity, profit and quality, and improve environmental protection and standards. A new
$4.5 million processing line for both slabs and tiles has opened in Herat. Government can
assist in expediting this process by improving infrastructure, increasing access to finance,
providing training and encouraging circulation of knowledge within the industry. Marble is
the SME sector with the most potential for growth in Afghanistan.
Figure 13: Potential Growth of Afghan Marble
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Section 6: Services
6.1: The Telecommunications Sector
Four mobile telecommunications service providers have invested $2 billion in Afghanistan
and currently supply the Afghan market. Competition has increased and there is pressure on
prices. By early 2014, the number of mobile telephone subscriptions was estimated to be
about twenty million, and the mobile telephone networks covered about 90 percent of the
population. The reach of mobile telephony – where more than half of Afghan households
have at least one mobile telephone – was achieved through private sector participation. The
telecommunications revolution in Afghanistan has been one of the success stories of the
country‘s recent past.
While there are still growth opportunities for mobile service providers, significant market
opportunities exist in the other supply and service areas of the telecommunication sector,
including data processing, basic business-processing operations, information and
communication technology, data transfer and process control. Internet users are only about
five percent of the population and services are limited to major urban areas, such as Kabul,
Herat, and Mazar-e-Sharif.
Investments in the IT sector are particularly attractive as they often do not depend on the
overall infrastructure of Afghanistan such as roads and airports, because investors can
develop and rely on their own infrastructure such as satellite communication equipment.

6.2: The Transportation and Logistics Sector
Afghanistan has long been a trade hub connecting Asia, Europe and the Middle East. A
landlocked country bordering Iran, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, China and Pakistan,
it is considered a land bridge‖ connecting trading partners and offering a point of access to
an expanded regional market of more than two billion people. In addition, this sector
represents a vital support industry to other sectors which will not be able to achieve growth
without an upgraded transportation and logistics industry.
Inadequate transportation infrastructure is a major obstacle to increased commerce.
Fortunately, road construction is a focus
of the reconstruction effort. Major
highway projects have been on-going
since 2002, including a complete 2,400
km ring road circling the country and 700
km of links with neighbouring countries.
The reopening of the Salang Tunnel in
2002 was a major step forward in
opening road links with northern
Afghanistan. Bridges connect Afghanistan
to Uzbekistan and Tajikistan, and rail lines are under construction from the Uzbek border to
Mazar-i-Sharif and from Iran to the western suburbs of Herat.
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Transportation is a high-growth sector and the demand for transport services is expected to
remain strong in the medium to long term. Transport of commercial goods is expected to
rise as the commercial infrastructure improves and domestic production of products with
strong export potential, such as carpets and dried fruits and nuts, increases.
The market for logistics and transportation services offers first mover advantage to
prospective investors with little competition and steady demand. Early investors have
reported modest start-up costs, relatively low overhead and high profit margins.
Opportunities exist in areas such as:


Cold cargo and perishables storage



Overland transportation



Truck maintenance



Customs facilitation



Air freight and cargo services



Package and document delivery



Procurement and supply



Warehousing.

 Transport and Logistics
Because of the difficulties of Afghanistan’s recent past, investment levels are still low and
new entrants in the sector face limited competition and stable demand for innovative, new,
and cost-effective services.
Foreign assistance, government demand, and private sector demand for the equipment and
machinery needed to undertake the country’s massive reconstruction program should
continue for years to come at its current level, thereby creating a stable market for transport
and logistics services.
Logistics companies operating in Afghanistan reported that they had begun with a modest
initial investment of only a few thousand or tens of
thousands of dollars and are making hundreds of
thousands or even millions in return. While these margins
are expected to fall over time with increased competition,
in the interim the transport and logistics sector
demonstrates the benefits of “first mover” advantage.53

53

See http://www.miga.org/documents/horizon.pdf for more details.
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Section 7: Import Substitution
7.1: Overview
Official imports into Afghanistan in 2009/10 were around $8.2 billion - almost seventeen
times the level of exports. Like other late, late industrialisers Afghanistan faces the challenge
of developing an industrial base in the face of substantial and in some areas overwhelming
competition from those countries which have already begun this process. As a result, the
Government is looking to develop its industrial base through a twin emphasis on increasing
exports (particularly in the SME and Mining Sectors) and on beginning to produce in areas
where it currently imports products – particularly in transport shielded manufacturing. The
SME Strategy estimated that there was over $500 million worth of import substitution
opportunities.54
It used the following criteria to determine the
viability of local production additional criteria
include:


modest investment requirements;



the presence of adequate human capacity to
undertake production;



a supportive enabling environment;



relatively simple production technology;



easy access to raw materials and other inputs; and



high transport costs from neighbouring countries forming a substantial part of the
cost of the product in Afghanistan.

In addition to construction materials which are discussed in Chapter 3 above, MOCI have
identified the following sectors as being ones in which there is strong potential for import
substitution:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Eggs and live chickens
Light-manufacturing
Edible oils
Sugar
Dairy
Plastic piping and simple plastic products
Packaging

54

See ARDEP, “A Competitive Afghanistan”. The numbers in this study were subsequently extrapolated in ASMED’s SME
Strategy for the three years until end of 2009. See Ministry of Commerce & Industry (MOCI)
Afghanistan SME Development Strategy, December 2009, p 38.
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8. Fruit juices
In some of these sectors, local production is beginning to occur (or has restarted) either
spontaneously or following donor intervention. The Government is keen to work with the
private sector to encourage investment in these areas by offering appropriate incentives to
invest and improve productivity including, for example, tariff protection which falls over an
agreed timeframe to the prevailing levels of duty.

7.2: Other Priority Sectors
A number of other sectors have been identified which have potential. Some of these sectors
are significant and are important now; others are tiny, and may present opportunities for
the future. These include:

Labour-intensive Manufacturing
Afghanistan is eager to establish a low-cost, labourintensive manufacturing sector which can employ many
Afghans. Industries suitable for investment are those
which can first supply the local market and later
become export products. The following manufactured
products are all imported into Afghanistan which
indicates that there currently exists a market within the
country:
 Bicycles;


Consumer goods;



Industrial and automotive tools and supplies;
and



Apparel and footwear.

A number of entrepreneurs have recently begun
producing appliances and motor bikes in Afghanistan.
At the moment, this involves the assembly of
imported parts. The entrepreneurs behind
these ventures would like to begin
manufacturing parts here for these sectors.

Film industry
Technical skills are being developed in the
burgeoning broadcast media industry in
Afghanistan. In addition a number of NGO’s
are investing in capacity development (e.g. Afghan Film Project). Further investigation is
needed to determine the potential for film as a niche sector in the future.

Tourism and Hospitality
Afghanistan has natural assets in
landscape and sites of historical
interest (Bamyan, for example is
listed among UNESCO’s World
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Heritage Sites). If the security situation improves in future years, there will be a significant
opportunity to invest in tourism.

Textiles
A nascent textile industry is developing in Afghanistan. The Government is looking to
support this through, in the first instance, refurbishing and leasing out government owned
sites – e.g. in Herat and Kabul - which have previously hosted and were specifically designed
for the production of textiles.

Fashion
In early December 2007, two Afghan design firms
participated for the first time at a fashion show in
India. Subsequently a number of fashion houses have
sprung up in Kabul. This, combined with Afghan
traditions of weaving and creating fabrics, are reasons
for believing that there is potential to create a vibrant
fashion industry in Afghanistan.
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Appendix 1: Further Information
Web Resources
American Chamber of Commerce in Afghanistan (AmCham) http://www.amcham-af.org/
Afghanistan Chamber of Commerce and Industry (ACCI) http://www.acci.org.af/
Afghan-American Chamber of Commerce (AACC) http://www.a-acc.org/
Afghan-California Business Council (ACBC) http://www.acbconline.org/
Afghanistan Builders Association (ABA) http://www.aba.af/
Peace Dividend Marketplace Afghanistan http://afghanistan.buildingmarkets.org/
Afghanistan Investment Support Agency (AISA) http://www.aisa.org.af/
World Bank Doing Business 2011 Report
http://doingbusiness.org/data/exploreeconomies/afghanistan
Afghan Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) http://www.mfa.gov.af/
Afghanistan Central Business Registry (ACBR) http://www.acbr.gov.af/
Afghan Ministry of Justice (MoJ) http://www.moj.gov.af/
Afghan Ministry of Finance (MoF) http://www.mof.gov.af/
Afghan Ministry of Commerce & Industries (MoCI) http://www.commerce.gov.af/
Afghan Ministry of Economy (MoEC) http://www.moec.gov.af/index_eng.aspx
International Franchise Association (IFA) http://www.franchise.org/
Afghanistan Reconstruction and Development Service (ARDS) http://www.ards.gov.af/
Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) http://www.treasury.gov/about/organizationalstructure/offices/Pages/Office-of-Foreign-Assets-Control.aspx
United Nations Development Program (UNDP) http://www.undp.org.af/
Export Promotion Agency of Afghanistan (EPAA) http://www.epaa.org.af/
Embassy of Afghanistan in Washington, DC .
http://www.embassyofafghanistan.org/index.html
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